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I. INTRODUCTION 
Purpose and Scope 
1: The purpose of this report is to examine the p-resent-day 
concepts of modular housing desi gn and construction, and to identify 
technical, political, and social factors which stimulate or retard 
the .uses of modular housing in the United States. 
The scope of this report is restricted to consideration of 
permanent and semi-permanent dwelling structures of single or multiple 
unit design based upon materials and construction techniques currently 
in use. The scope of this report excludes mobile dw·ellings and also 
excludes materials an cl techniques \vhich have not. yet achieved general 
acceptance in the construction industry. 
Definitions 
1. Building Code: Technical requirements usually sp ecified 
by state or local governments applying to buildings and building 
service systems to ensure safety throughout the life of the structure. 
2. Single D~velling: A unit cons true ted primarily for 
occupancy by a single family and generally isolated in structure on 
a certain parcel of land. 
3. Multiple Dwelling : A unit constructed primarily for 
occupancy by a single family with units generally grouped to snare 
c~rtain service systems and building components. 
1 
2 
4. Mobile Home: A manufactured dwelling unit characterized 
- .. - · 
by being constructed on a trailer · chassis and therefore being capable 
of being towed from place to place. The mobile home is generally not 
capable of meeting building code requirements for permanent or semi-
permanent structures. 
5. Modular Construction: · Structures built or erected from 
one or more three-dimensional cubical or box-shaped units which 
frequently are completely factory finished. This broad definition 
is inclusive of single and multifamily dwelling units as well a s 
hotel and motel units. It is limited to structures which are designed 
and fabricated to meet local building codes and other pertinent 
regulations for permanent installation. 
6. Zoning Regulations: Restrictions regarding land usage 
generally imposed by local governments. 
History of Modular Construction 
The covered wagon used in the Nineteenth Century western 
migration represents one of the ear~iest successful types of pre-
constructed dwellings in America. Mobile home production is the most 
organized and developed segment of the factory-built housing industry 
in America . Production of mobile homes has risen from a 1,300 unit · 
output in 1930 to a 413,000
1 
unit output in 1969. Mobile home manu-
facturers have gained a clear lead over modular housing develovers in 
1
J.A. Reidelbach, Jr~, P.E., Modular Housing in . the ·Real, 
(Annandale, Virginia: Modco , Inc ., 1970), p. 11. 
II 
3 
establishing markets, defining product lines, and employing production 
1ine techniques to manufacturirtgoperations. The factory built 
pe~manent dwelling field has not experienced the expansion and maturity 
that has been achieved in the mobile home area. 
The origin of the factory built modular home is rooted in both 
the mobile home field and the fie ld of conventionally constructed 
housing. Many mobile home manufacturers have produced and are producing 
a variant of their mobile homes for .permanent or semi-permanent instal-
lation on a fixed site. 
Conventionally constructed housing has set the marketing patterr 
for what the An1erican home-buyer demands in a dwelling. Conven tional 
construction using predominantly on-site processes allows extensive 
variation in owner options and the American buyer has come to expect I 
n 
diversity in options in housing purchase. Conventional construction 
has also, especially since World War II, made use of progressively more 
off-site manufactured components with cost savings which suggest that 
even more economies can be realized if complete d"tvelling units can be 
factory constructed. 
A form of cons truction generally referred to as pre-fabricated 
housing has further demonstrated economies in home construction. It 
is fair to classify pre-fabrication as the immediate predecessor to 
modular construction. This type of building is characterized by 
materials and sub-assemblies arriving at the construction sit '~ in "kit " 
or disassembled (f lat ) form with assembly to be done on-site. Pre-
fabrication should not be confused with modular construction 3ince the 
~==#=======================··====#==== 
4 
latter, as defined in this paper, is characterized by a three-
dimensional facto r y bui lt s t ructure . 
Pre-fabrica tion was the predominate type of industrial and 
commercial construction in Europe follmving · Horld ~var II . The need for 
inexpensive construction capable of r apid completion eliminated the 
possibility of conventional construction and a l lowed many production 
techniques to be develop ed, especia lly regarding pre- cast conc r ete 
applications. 
The trend has aimed for some time tm:.rard modul ar const :cuction . 
In Amer ica, a signi f icant impetus h as been given to modular hous ing by 
the Uni ted States Department of Hous ing and Urban Development i n their 
pr ogr am Opera tion BREAKTHROUGH. Oper a tion BREAKTHROUGH is a b r oad 
' r es idential devel opmen t program designed to r eso lve a m~ltitude of 
problems i n order to make avai l able quality housing i n large quantities. 
It aims to do this by utilizing mode rn design and technology, and througl 
contemporary approa ches to financin g , marketing , land use, and manage-
ment . Creating substantial local, regional, and perhaps national 
markets , BREAKTHROUGH is in t ended to demonstra t e the extent of the 
potentia l demand and hmv it can be brough t t oget her ~vith those capable 
of , and interes ted in, producing both housi~g an d sites f or housing . 
This program , begun in Hay , 1969, may be t he pivot point around ~vhi ch 
th e modular hous ing concept can be organi zed, developed , and given 
di r ection . 
The modula r housing i ndus t ry in the United Sta tes h as no t ye t 
develop e d general-case answers t o certain key ques t ions , such as : 
I: 
I 
1) Which process~s _ .should be in- factory and which 
should be on- site? 
2) What type of purchaser options should be 
available? 
3) How will costs of fa ctory tooling be apportioned? 
5 
The lack of definite solutions to basic problems such as the 
above underscores the fact that the modular housing industry has yet 
to mature . 
Under the guidance of Operation BREAKTHROUGH, design, site 
preparation, and construction of some 2,800 modular homes in nine 
locations is being undertaken . The experience gained through this 
project will add a great deal to the body of knowledge on modular 
construction and should provide industry with the impetus to progress 
in the most profitable direction. 
I: 
" I' 
II. PRESENT DAY MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 
The Department of Housing and Urban Development in 1968 placed 
11 the nation's housing requirements at 2.6 million units annually for the 
li 
1 next ten years. During the last several years , our annual production 
rate has ranged between 1. 4 and 1. 6 million dw·el ling units. 2 
II li 
The demand is obvious . Figure 1 is a predictive plot of the 
difference bet~veen the ·nation's housing requirements and conventional 
li' construction rates . Many manufacturers are entering the field of modu-
lar housing production. Anyone can build modulars, but not everyone 
~~: can build modulars and make a profit. If the fatality rate of prior 
li years is applied, only about 75 percent of the three or four hundred 
companies now in the modular field, most of them· relatively ne~v, \vill 
still be in business at the End of the next tHenty-four months , Far 
more planning and risk of error goes into modular manufacturing than 
most people realize. 
The ne>vcomer l;vill learn that he has all the problems of a 
manufacturing business plus those of a new industry striving for 
volume production and public acceptance. Also, he must learn that the 
mechanics of modular design and manufacture are far more intricate than 
those of conventional structures. Tolerances are finer, errors are 
more costly and planning is less forgiving. 
2
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8 
At the start, a sizeable capital investment is required. It 
can easily be misspent . A thorough market study must first determine 
the type of product and size of the market. Next comes establishment 
of an organization and the engineering of a plant capable of maximum 
efficiency and economical flmv and production. Flexibility in these 
areas is a must, so that the entire oganization can rapidly adapt 
itself to changes in the market . The manufacturer \vill soon di s cover 
that costs can soar and profits plummet when a departure is made 
from basic production line units, in an effort to customize iniividual 
orders. But there are many ways to stylize the exteriors as well as 
interiors of modulars to present a wide choice of designs. Roof design 
and roof lines, \vindows, colors and f inish materials can easily be 
changed without sacrificing the advantages of basic components and 
subassemblies, thus maintaining standardization on the production line. 
It must be kept in mind that a basic modular unit is not a 
factory produced custom-built structure, but a unit conceived and 
designed from the very start to be mass produced on an as.sembly line. 
The modular is not the result of building from an architectural plan, 
but is instead engineered specifically for facto ry production. 
The truth of the matter is that the . only real and significant 
ne\vnes s of the industriaiized process today is the fact that it is more 
advanced and is a t last being recognized as an extremely good method 
for producing quality housing units in large volume . It is therefore 
no t being recommended nor ac~epted as a matter of choice, but instead 
is re ceiving its past due recognition out of sheer necessity: dictated 
9 
by high labor costs, the scarcity ~f construction labor, and the pent-
up demand for housing units. 
There are really no great technological advances being made in 
the field of factory housing as '"e start the 70' s. Ne\v manufacturing 
facilities are being planned and built almost daily in ans1ver to the 
housing dilemma, but it is most significant to note that the great 
majority of these production lines are being designed to provide 
nothing more than conventional wood framed housing units. These 
coupled 'vith concrete modules and an increasing use of metal framed 
housing units make up t he modular housing industry as we know it today . 
Wooden Construction 
General 
At present, the most prevalent type of modular construction is 
the single unit d1velling of wooden construction. The \valls are factory 
finished dryHall or prefinished ply\vood paneling, Hhile ceilings are 
\ 
usually dry-.;vall. The floor finish materi al most common seems t o be spli 
rather evenly betHeen vinyl tiles and carpet. Kit chen cabinets and 
other fixtures are factOJ7 installed, including formica counter s, sinks, 
tubs, shmvers and the like. Exterior \vindovTS and doors, asphalt .roof 
shingles, and a variety of siding materials are typically factory 
installed over fully insulated wal ls. In some instances, the exterior 
siding material may be eliminated at the factory to permit brick 
veneer application at th e job. site . Najor appliances, includi ng 
r ange , oven and refrigerator , may be included . The heating system is 
I . 
10 
either ho t air or electric baseboard and, along with all plumbing 
and wiring, is usually factory instal led . 
~vooden construction methods allmv the greatest degree of buyer 
options of style, etc., within the constraints of factory production. 
Further, tooling costs are relatively lo\v . These produce a unit 
marketable in an attractive price range even for relatively lmv 
production volume. 
Availability 
Wooden Construction is generally limited to single fami ly or 
small one or two story multiple dwellings . 
In 1960 there ivere perhaps a do zen p roducers of wood frame 
modular housing. Today this number probably exceeds 300, and the I ,, 
list of neiv manufacturing facilities grmvs daily. The attitude of 
code and other regulatory groups has changed from rejection to general 
acceptance, w·hile better shipping laws and several forms of federal 
support also lend approval to modular s ystems . This housing form is 
quantitatively real, and a significant trend has been established 
across the nation. 
The wooden modular housing unit currently being produced is 
not significantly different from its counterpart in conventional 
cons truction. Wall studs sracing, floor joists, partitions, truss~d 
rafter roof systems and other vlood framing techniques employed closely 
approximate traditional framing methods. vl1th the possible exception 
of its low profile roof line, the shape and size of this modular house 




Modular housing of wooden construction comprised approximately 
36 percent of the modular housing proposed in Operation BREAKTHROUGH. 
Today, a single unit can be delivered and installed ready for 
home-m..rner occupancy within three ~..reeks of ordering. 
Size 
The average modular house is a unit 24 feet wide and 42 to 44 
feet in length, divided into t~..ro modules for transportability and, 
providing about 1050 square feet of floor space. This Hood frc,med, t~..r o 
piece sectional house would contain three bedrooms, living room, dining 
room, bath, ki.tchen and utility room. After leaving the factory, the 
unit is transported over the high~..r ay up to a· distance of 200 to 250 
miles, and is erected on a previous l y prepared foundation by either a 
locally rented crane, by special tracks or roller systems. 
Low rise multiple unit wooden construction has eA~erienced 
limited acceptance, although many proposals submitted for cons i deration 
in Operation BREAKTHROUGH dealt with lm..r-rise multip le units of factory 
assembled \vooden construction. 
High-rise multiple units are generally not adaptable t o \vooden 
construction. In addition to structural loading factors \..rhich usually 
exclude wood as a satisfactory material, building codes for mul tiple 
d\vellings often exclude or minimize the use of wood for the sake of 
fire prevention. 
Economics 
A general survey of · the modular housing manufact urers · evealed 
that during 1969 the fa c t ory price of Jooden wodular homes ran:~ed from 
12 
II a low of $7 per square foot to a high of $13. Figure 2 relates the 
11 number of wooden module d\velling units produced to the cost per 
II 
square foot. The average price was $8.78 per square foot, exclusive 
of taxes , transportation and erection . For the ty~al modular home, 
the median factory price ~vas $9629. 3 When the homes are transported 
by truck within a 300 mile radius of the plant, moving costs will 
average less than three percent of the finished cost of the dwelling, 
4 
excluding land cost. The common on-site costs vary from $1.25 to 
$1.50 per square foot for single family d~.;eliings. Economies can be 
realized in mu-lti-family site preparation. These costs are based upon 
site preparation in a reasonably accessable location and relat ively 
flat, firm ground. Additional features such as pile supported bases, 
1 
basements, or extremely sloped terrain raise the cost. 
Set up charges , on-site, vary from $0.25 to $0.50 per square 
foot for single family d\vellings assuming either drive through or 
truck to foundation transfer. Crane costs, if required, would be 
approxiamtely $1 .00 per hour of ton capacity for a 25 to 50 ton crane. 
Hulti family d>velling erection in projects of over 10 d~.;elling units 
can be accomplished for $0.10 to $0.30 per square foot . 
Concrete Construction 
General 
Concrete modules, precast w·ith light'\1eight aggregate are used 
mos t often i n mulU.ple dwelli.ng modulars tvhere its fireproofne~> s is 
3- b. d l :1. • ' p. 75 . 
4
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a distinct advantage. Also, modules can be designed with sufficient 
structural strength to allow stacking, without auxiliary support, to 
t<;venty or t\venty-fi ve stories . 
The basic steps of concrete module construction begin with the 
casting of the modules in a yard or plant, followed by a varied degree 
of finishing, ranging from the -installation of basic fittings to 
complete furnishings . Modules are then transported to the site, erected 
by a crane in the desired arrangement, and joined. Finally, finishing 
is completed and utilities are connected. 
The use of concrete modules in residential construction 
originated in Europe, Russia and Israel. The first housing in North 
America to be constructed with this method was Habitat, at the 
Montreal Horld 1 s Fair of 196 7. Habitat was a very expensive but 
dramatic exhibit of a combination of concrete module techniques and 
architectural concepts appropriate to a high density urban environment . 
Another center of activity Has San Antonio, where the H. B. Zachry 
Company used concrete modules to build: first .the Padre .Island 
F motel in 1967; next, the Hilton Hotel in the Spring of 1968; and, 
II 
the Richard Allen Villa garden apartment complex. Zachry has achieved 
I very rapid construction times and has greatly reduced costs from the 
I• 
1•. Habitat level. 
1: 
I' Single family concrete modular construction has been initiated 
I! by the H.B. Zachry Company, th·ough this use today is impractical 
except in large developments: 
15 
Availability - · -
Large investment in casting yards, expensive heavy handling and 
shipping equipment coupled with the w·eight of modules Hhich constrains 
shipping have limited concrete module production to a fe1.v heavy volume 
projects. 
In Operation BREAKTHROUGH 33 percent of the modular contractors 
submitted proposals for concrete module construction. ~1aj or firms with 
plants available are: H. B. Zachry Comp any, San Antonio, Texas; 
Shelley Sys terns, Ne1v York, NevJ York; Uniment, Littleton, Colorado , and 
Building Block Modules, Inc., Oakland, California . 
Size 
The concrete module size is limited by the weight of the 
module as \vell as transportable dimensions. Typical of the major 
concrete modules are the type used by Zachry. in construction of the 
Hilt on Hotel in San Antonio, Texas . The hotel's units were completed, 
down to the carpet and wallpaper, at the plant. They came in two 
sizes--32 ft. 8 in, long or 29 ft . 8 in. long (by 13 ft. wide and 
9 ft. high)--lvhich were stacked alternately to produce the in-and-out 
5 
facade. Weight is approximately thirty-five tons per module. In 
producing the Allen Villa apartment project in San Antonio: Three 
different module sizes were produced at the Zachry plant. A main 
unit consisting of a living room, dinette, kitchen and bathroom 
5
Building with Boxes, (Architectural Record, 128:8~-91, 
April, 1968) p. 85. 
16 
measures 33 ft. long, 13 ft. wide and 9 . 1 ft. high . A two-bedroom 
attachment is 24 . 8 ft. long, 13 ft . wide and 9 . 1 ft . high, while the 
one-bedroom attachment is 14 . 8 ft. long, 13ft . wide and 9.1 ft. high. 
I, 
1 Floors and \valls are 5 in. thick, ceilings 4 . 6 in. thick . 
The concrete modules \vere cast in 16 giant steel forms, 
resembling uncoupled freight cars, set up on two lines of eight forms 
each. Four-legged gantry cranes moving on fixed rail tracks s t raddled 
each production line. 
All door and window openings and conduit were cast into the 
bo.xes . Unlike the Hilton Hotel units \vhich are open at one end to 
6 
accon~odate solid glass, the Allen Villa moqules have closure panels. 
Shelley Systems utilizes modules approximately the size of 
Zachry's hotel modules. Additional created space between concrete 
· modules stacked in checkerboard fashion, is . the hallmark of this 
system. Unlike some concrete modula r systems, there is no duplication 
of \valls or floors . The area of every module is matched \vith an equal 
area of adjacent space thus doubling the usable area. 
The precast concrete modules consist of reinforced concrete 
walls, floor and ceiling slabs, and integral columns. The stacked 
modules are structurally supported by the columns cast into the 
modules . Independent st r uctural supp or t is not r equired. Modules 
II 
I · may be stacked as high as 25 stories. The module's three-dime nsional 
1: 
rigidity and torsion- r es isting qualities are valuable protect :Lon 
- 6 ( Zach ry Scores Ano ther Housing Breakthrough, Concrete Products , 
June , 1968). 
17 
1~ against earthquakes and hurricanes. The boxes are rigid enough to 
1~ preclude special wall positioning, temporary bracing , or guy-wiring 
during erection. ~1ere necessary for high buildings, post-tensioning 
tendons anchored to the foundation can be placed in vertical ducts 
running through the center of the exterior columns. 
li 
jl 
The key to the system developed by Uniment is an expanding 
cement, vlhich was developed by Conrad, ai1d makes possible ''chemi cal 
prestressing" of three-dimensional units without the equipment usually 
required for stretching the steel reinforcement. These boxes have 
walls only 2 in. thick (as compared to Diskin's 5 in. walls). 
II Each of liniment's 11ft. by 36 ft. units consists of three 
I exterior walls and all interior partitions, plus a "roof," 1vhich 
serves as the floor of the unit above. The lightness of the units 




up t o 500 miles and hoist them lvith conventional equipment. All 
fixtures and cabinet1vork lvill be installed in the factory. 7 
The Building Block Modules, Inc. System has been used in Israel 
for more than a decade and is being introduced to the U.S. This system, 
invented by Shimon Diskin, consists of 12-ft . -square concrete tubes, 
cast with a steel inner form that folds up like an umbrella for 
removal. The tubes are cast standing on end . At the construction site 
1 they are tipped up and stacked in a vertical checkerboard pattern. 




The voids betw·een them, identical in size to the cast units, become 
bonus units. 
Economics 
In the BREAKTHROUGH proposals, the concrete module construction 
costs range from $7.00 to $15.00 per square foot, land excluded. A 
major factor is transportation costs ·. Zachry estimates the max imum 
shipping radius as 50 miles by truck (1,000 dwelling units or more) 
and 1,000 miles by rail. 
Typical costs of the systems described in previous sections 
are given below: 
H. B. Zachry Company's estimated total costs of motel units 
in Padre Island> Texas~ at $11.00 per square foot. For the Hilton Hotel, 
pro j ect, the estimated cost, including building the first five floors 
with conventional methods, 16 floo~s const~ucted with modules and an 
elevator/service tower was $19.00 per gross square foot furnished. 
In constructing the Richard Allen Villa apartment developments total 
project cost was approximately $17.00 per square foot. 
li' 
Shelly Systems proposals to BUD's Operation BREAKTHROUGH 
II estimate that on a program of 500 to 1,000 dwelling units that they 
can be produc ed at approximately $8.00 per square foot. 
Uniment constructed a modular apartment house in Ricru1ond, 
California, for $12,000 per unit or $15 per square foot. Unim<?.nt 
estimates this cost could be . cut appreciably for over 800 design units. 
19 
Building Block Modules, Inc. has produced a 100 unit apartment 
house in Oakland, California, forc" -approximately $19.74 per square foot 
and estimates with mass production costs that price would be under 
$8.00 per square foot. 
Metallic Construction 
General 
In constructing metal modules, steel and aluminum are generally 
used, since their strength-to-weight - ratio is desirable, they are 
economical, and the materials are readily available. Walls, both 
inside and out, may be prefinished aluminum or galvanized sheet steel. 
In other modules, steel tubing forms the framing co~bined with plastic, 
fiberglass or wood, and insultation. 
Some of the recent entrants in factory housing have concluded 
that the future supply and price of lumber is too risky, and have 
switched to steel as the primary framing material. Admitting that 
steel framed residential units may not be as acceptable as wood, nor 
as easy to tool up for production, as well as other deterrent features, 
these modular manufacturers claim the constant availability aHd almost 
steady price of steel all but offse t its less desirable features . 
From a pricing viewpoint, it appears that with efficient design of 
cold rolled steel shapes, the difference between the two building 
products may be negligible, particularly when volume purchase and 
production is consid ered . Today, the number of modular manufacturers 
using steel as the basic fr~ming material i s novl small, in comparison 
to those producing wood framed units. 
20 
Availability 
In Operation BREAKTHROUGH, contractors submitting proposals for 
metal or metal-combination modules were approximately 16 percent of the 
total modular proposals. Typical of firms now producing metal/metal-
combination modules are: Housing Research, Inc.; Gulf Reston, Inc.; 
Hanover Modular Homes; and Insta-Building Modular Structure, Inc. 
Size 
In Housing Research's Hichigan City, Indiana Project t wo types 
of boxes are used, both of 1vhich can be produced on mobile-home assembly 
lines. Each apartment consists of two 12 ft. by 30 ft. modules and half 
of a 12-ft.-square bathroom-kitchen-utility-module. The mechauical 
module is shared with the next apartment. 
Four modules are arranged in pinwheel fashion around each core, 
supplying dining rooms and bedrooms; and exterior stainvays providing 
two means of egress from each apartment. · The structure :uses standard 
steel framing elements, with interior walls finished with vinyl-clad 
sheetrock. 8 The only wood used is the sub-floors. 
The Gulf -Reston, Inc. modules will be 48 feet by 12.5 f eet wide . 
The exterior siding will be non-combustable wood with gypsom board used 
for the interior \valls. The modules \vill be facto r y fabricat ed Gf steel 
components to be ass embled into r e ctangular dwelling units of two, three 
and f our-bedrooms , comple t e with kitchen, bath and storage f a c:Llities. 
The dwelling uni t s can b e arranged as town hous e clusters, garden ap art-
8 
J. F. Bernheisel, e t al. , An Ana l ysis of Twe l ve Experimental 
Housing Proj e cts , (Bedfor d, Hassachusetts : The lvfitre Cor porat i on , 1968) , 
,. 




ments, and high-rise buildings. A common structural and mechanical 
system, though varying dimens ionally, can be used for all these types. 
For high-rise structures, the units can be supported within a ne twork of 
steel columns. 
In Hanover Modular Homes steel modules, t he modules are shipped 
to the site completed and are joined together to form the single and 
multi-family dwelling units of this system. The modules, which are 
room-wide, and in lengths of 28ft., 40ft. and 52 ft., in varying com-
binations, may be stacked t wo high to form conventional-appearing de-
tached or attached houses. Only the connection of utilities is required 
at the site, all other work is done in the factory. 
Hanover uses 1~-in. diameter corrosion-resistant' pipe to make 
up the structural framework. Hade up in jigs~ computer progra."'llmed~ and 
automatically \velded, the steel pipelengths are assembled into room-
sized module structure volumetric shapes, to which are added flooring, 
external siding, interior walls, ceiling, and roof in a highly unitized, 
assembly-line method which can save up to 75 percent in labor costs. An 
unusual feature of the Hanover's high-speed assembly of cladding and 
other components to the pipe frame is the sn,ap sleeve. This iE a split 
circular sleeve of plastic cycolac \vhich, when snapped over the 1~-in . 
pipe, grips it with a tenacity equivalent to nailing in wood. Six of 
these snaps , bonded by high-st rength adhesive to a section of '''all or 
floor panel, are used to fasten each panel to the pipe frame . 
The exterior siding for the modules is roughtex cedar plywood, 
but other materials such as · pre finished siding , pain ted sidin·g ~ or brick 
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veneer can be used. Interior walls norma lly are mahogany-type 4-ft. x 
8-ft. paneling. Sub-flooring for the modules is built up with l-in. x 
4-in. furring strips snapped to the frame, 3/8 in. of mineral wool in-
sulation, and 5/8 in. of plywood or particleboard. This can be finished 
with vinyl tile or carpeting. 
The ceiling is suspended acoustical tile throughout, wi th the 
roof deck being 3/8-in. pl~vood, sprayed-in insulation, and 5-ply built-
up roofing. Interior trim, built-in kitchen cabinetry, and bathroom 
fixtures are included in the house's purchase price and are factory 
installed. 9 
Insta-Buildings emphasizes that the prime cost-saving feature 
of this system is the reduction of fie l d construction to a minimum by 
nearly total fabricati on of the basic modul e in plQnt. This ~on~ept 
can utilize a large percent of low-skilled and unskilled labor. Com-
pleted modules are shipped from factory with all mechanical subsystems 
installed and exterior finishes of brick, wood, plastic or aluminum 
completed. At t he site the modules are placed on conventional founda-
tions by crane and locked in place by plate connectors. Each d1velling 
unit consists of t1vo modules, each module measuring 12 ft. x 36 ft.2 in. 
x 9 ft.4 in.
10 
The module consists of a rigid, three-dimensional steel 
truss, welded to provide firm support for wall, floor, and ceiling 
panels. This frame provides sufficient rigidity to allow the nodule to 
9
united States Department of Housing and Urban DevelopFlent, 
Housing Systems Proposal for OPEHATION BREAKTHROUGH , (Washington , 
District of Co lumbia : United States Government Printing O ffic:c ~ , 1971), 
p. 100. 
10
Ib id_., p . 114. 
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be transported t ·o the site and emplaced without additional reinforcing. 
The Modular Structures, Inc. housing concept provides for a 
tubular steel-framed module, completely finished inside and out, which 
may be joined in a variety of configurations to form housing units. 
Complete assembly-line manufacture of the modules, with onsite labor 
held to a minimum, is accomplished. 
The module uses 1~-in. diame ter tubular steel, joined. by welding 
to form the structural framework. This framework gives the unit the 
rigidity to withstand the stresses of transport, handling and placement. 
It is designed so that virtually all stresses are resolved within the 
frame, thus relieving the non-structural exterior and interior wall 
panels of crack-producing or rupturing stresses. 
Assembly of the modules starts with assembly and welding , on 
jigs, of the tubular members for framing three subassemblies: floor 
truss system, wall system, and ceiling/roof system. These subassemblies 
then are joined together to form the structural skeleton of the module . 
Furring strips are fastened by power driven fasteners to both sides of 
the wall framework and to the floor and ceiling frameworks, followed by 
subfloor and roof underlayments, and rough-in of plumbing, heating , and 
wiring. 
Polyurethane fo am is sprayed over all exposed surfaces to pro-
vide insulation and a vapor barrier. Exterior siding of pref i nished 
wood or aluminum is applied and doors and \vindows are inserted in their 
framed openings. Finally all finish work on the module's int erior is 
accomplished, which may include: painted, gypsum board or vinyl-clad 
I 
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walls, carpeting or tile, suspended gypsum board ceiling, prebuilt 
/ 
cabinets, baseboard, plumbing fixtures, light fixtures, and mechanical 
systems. 
Onsite, the modules are set on conventional foundations and 
joined ~vi th others side-by-side, end-to-end or stacked t~vo high. ~fuen 
modules have to be joined, the corresponding exterior and interior 
skin areas of the modules are omitted during plant assembly. 
The modules are 12 ft. ~vide and vary in length by 4-ft. incre-
ments from 24 ft. to 52 ft. 11 
Economics 
Metal modules have economically been transported up to 600 
miles, making this aspect economically competitive ~vith \vooden modules. 
General transportation costs are about $0.40 to $1.00 per mile dependent 
upon mode (truck or rail) and volume. 
Typical of the costs are the f ollmving projects: The Housing 
Research Institute estimates one to ten d\velling units will cor;t 
approximately $15.00 per square foot, with costs decreasing to approxi-
mat ely $8.00 per square foot for over 500 d~velling units. Figure 3 
illustrates the relationship between the number of metallic module 
d\velling units produced and cost per square foot . 
The Gulf-Reston, Inc. states : " ... cost per d•velling unit (1152 
square feet ) is $10.00 per square foot, an anticipated saving of 
approximately 10% over conventional cost. Total development cost is 
11
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Fig. 3.--Relationship betwe n Number of Metal Module 
Dwelling Units Produced and Cost Per Square Foo t. 
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expected to be in the region of $13.40 per square foot. 1112 
The general market area for the Hanover Modular Homes is 200 
miles with construction costs of approximately $5.21 per square foot. 
General construction costs for the Insta-Buildings, Inc. modular 
homes are $10,419 per d'.velling unit for a quantity of 1,000 units , or 
$9,000 per dwelling unit for a quantity of 2,000 units. This gives a 
cost of from $11.50 to $9.50 per square foot. 
Modular Structures, Inc. provides their modular dwelling unit 
for $13,420 ($8.50 per square foot) based on a 1,200 unit per year 
production rate. 
Plastic Construction 
Of the 15 percent of BREAKTHROUGH modular proposals tha t were 
not wood, concrete, metal or a combination, only·one proposal, TRW 
Systems Group, was accepted by HUD for implementation. Most other 
attempts to mold plastics and fiberglass come out looking like poor 
igloos. 
The TRhT approach consists of on-site, mandrel wrapped fiberglass 
modules with a draft paper honeycomb core . With an estimated construc-
tion cost of $11.50 to $12.00 per square foot and a high minimum pro-
duction (1000 dwelling uni ts/year) the pe r f ormance and public acceptance 
of this new technique rema ins to be seen. 
12
Bernhe isel , Exper i ment a l Housing Pr oj ect!, p . 19 . 
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III. ADVANTAGES OF MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 
Availability 
In the past felv years the number of d\velling units built has 
been at least one million fewer than the yearly average needed. With 
our increasing population, and the amount of housing being constructed 
becoming increasingly inadequate, this gap will widen . 
The U. S. National Association of Home Builders reports that 
about 85 percent of the nation's single family homebuilders produce less 
than 50 units per year. Only 5 percent produce over 250 units. While 
1'J 
50 percent of multi-family homebuilders build less than 100 units a year.~ 
This reflects that relative to other industries, housing producers are 
small . Their limited outputs are usually matched to a specific limited 
geographic market . . they serve. They are not strong enough to support 
research into building technology, deve lop comprehensive management· 
systems or to experiment with invocative techniques. They cannot risk 
commitment to new methods . As a result, construction methods for most 
residential housing have not kep t pace with the technological advances 
in other industries. 
Construct ion is slow and vulnerable to uncertainties of \veather 
and climate. Conventional construction techniques call for a high _ 
proportion of skilled carpenters, plumb ers, electricians, and others 
13 
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development , 
HUD International Brief (Washington, District of Columbia: United 
States Government Printing Office , May 1971), p. 3. 
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in the building trades. But skilled workers are in short supply and the 
shortages are expected to become more serious. 
Clearly only industrialized housing, of which modular construc-
tion is a major factor, can provide the quantity of acceptable housing 
required by the demand. Unlike conventional construction the greater 
the challenge (quantity), the more advantageous is the use of modular 
construction techniques. Just as the automobile industry is atle to 
meet the variety of automotive needs competently, economically and with 
a large area of personal choice, modular construction can fill the gap 
in low and middle-income housing. 
Economics 
In addition to building at a faster rate, it is also necessary 
to provide means of decreasing costs of housing so that: more units can 
be made available to people at all income levels. 
At the present trend, conventional ~onstruction costs are 
increasing at approximately 7-8 percent per year. This increasingly 
places housing outside the 11 pocketbook11 of the lmver and middle. income 
consumer. An important facet of modular construction will be through 
competition, to decelerate this increase to be more in line Hit:h the 
general economy. 
In general, savings are incurred in modular construction in 
four ways; lower initial construction costs ; shorter construction 
times; reduction in overall management costs; and savings in future 
maintenance . There are two items of initial construction cost through 
which savings can be made--labor and materials. Saving in l abor is 
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the most important of these items. Modular construction and industri-
alized building in general is chara_c.terized by the substitution of 
capit a l for labor. Economies in l abor are gained by transferring a 
considerable amount of the total man hours of labor to off-site ass embly 
locat ions and by changing the nature of the labor itself. Figure 4 
illustrates the yearly hourly wage increase of the construction industry 
and all other industries. Assembly line operations give maximum 
utilization of l abor , unhindered by weather or travel time to the job-
site. With the repetitive nature of the assembly line a high learning 
curve can be expected. The explicit task definition allows employment 
of a high percentage of unskilled and semi-skilled \..rorkers. This is 
confirmed in Op eration BREAKTHROUGH where a majority of the proposers 
emphasized the usc of the l mv-er skill classes. 14 
The conditions associated with a specific modular system and 
location are such that there is no simple fo~ula relating on-site and 
off-site l abor to total manhours of construction. The total manhours 
per dwelling unit is a f unction of the size of the project the specific 
system, more specifically, the amount of pre-assembly/finish, the type 
of labor employed, and the type of material utilized, and a \vho le set of 
exogenous variables relating to the region in question such as labor 
supply, space standards and the state of industrial development. For 
this reason, the same building techniques employed in different geo-
graphic areas can result in different manhours of labor for construction 
14 
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Fig. 4.--Yearly Hourly wage Increase of 
Cons truction Industry and All Other Industries. 
Source: The Bureau of National Affairs. 
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Savings in material costs, though less significant than labor 
costs are high enough to warrant attention. Manufacturer purchase 
dis ·counts can run as high as 30 percent, ~vith the pursuant saving. In 
concrete module production material costs are lowered through superior 
control of pouring and curing, and greater strength per given wall 
thickness. Precise control of quantities and processes can practically 
eliminate waste material so prevalent around conventional const ruction 
Shorter construction time can produce savings and gains in a 
variety of different \vays; earlier occup ancy; lm.;re r taxes, debt service 
charges and overhead costs; and quick turnover of capital. Spectacular 
construction times have been recorded for modular construction. An 
exa.-up le, the ililtcr.. Hotel, in San Antonio , Texas, scheduled to have 10 
r ooms a day set. The actual construction set a maximum of 22 rooms a 
day \vith an average of 17, even on the top floors of the 21-story 
15 
hotel. 
Reduction in overall management costs is a function of the 
industrialized modular construction approach. In conventional con-
struction an architect coordinates the professional expertis e in the 
design of a project, supervises bidding, construction, and contractual 
obligations. In industrialized building the only body of expertise 
\vhich need lay beyond the sys t erns itself is the architectural design 
service, and even this is being incorporated into systems building as 
15 1Instant 1 Hotel Sets Fast Pace for HemisFair Const ruction , 
(Engineering News-Record) December 21, 196 7). 
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professional codes are revised . B_y _placing the \vhole range of services 
and management skills into a single package savings can be made, al-
though they may be hidden in other costs. 
Finally , long term main tenance and guaranteed performance over 
time represent ano ther area of possible savings. The useful life of the 
. 16 
modules proposed to in Operation BREMZTHROUGH all equal and most far 
exceed the use f ul life of conventional construction indicating that long 
life maintainability were incorporated in design. 
Utility 
Housing is for people . Modular housing must meet the needs, 
and to some extent, the desires of people. 
The general public received mos t of its bi ased opinion of pre-
fab r icated housing during hforld hfar II and the boom period that fol-
lmved. Projects of prefabs with one house :\-ike every other one , 
appeared practically overnight. hfhile all such housing projects -.;.;rere 
not factory produced, those projects -.;.vhich -.;.;rere built at the s i te in 
a conventional fashion did not seem to proportionately share the 
criticisms . hfhenever such convent ional projects deve loped into an 
eyesore on the countryside, it \vas ahvays t~e prefabri ca tor \vho seemed 
to get the blame. In looking back, the industrialized housing industry 
was the unfortunate victim of conventional builders' local inf .Luence, 
who probably feare d the competitive encroachment of high quali t y factory 
produced housing. 
16nuD, Operat i on BREAKTHROUGH, p. v. 
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The manufacturers of factory housing, although hindered by the 
earlier prevailing attitudes, have instigated changes and activities to 
enhance their products and give the consumer a high degree of livability 
in their product. Leading architects are designing prefabricated houses 
with high aesthetic value and sensible floor plans. The home manufac-
turers are beginning to set an envied design pace in the residential 
fi eld. They have fur ther improved their position with expanded services 
including financing, land planning and development, interior de corating, 
sales and merchandising aids. This s ystems a'Pproach attracts t o the 
residential area the urban planners, landscape architects, arch i tects 
and engineers required to produce d~.relling units and developments , 
providing quality living condi tions. 
In modular construction the b~yer or renter in - the l m·l ancl 
middle income ranges generally a cquires a better dwelling unit s ince 
many of the constraints on mat e rials disapp t;ar . Much of what goes into 
a standard house is, like t he methods of putti~g it together, dictated 
by expediency. A building product has always h ad to be s'?mething one 
man, or a man and his helper, could· hold up in position and nail in 
place. But not with prefab modules . A building material can be judged 
on the basis of its performance main tainabili ty and co.st effic.:ency 
alone . 
In general, modular construc t ion throughout is more rugged than 
conventional construction b ecause : jigs, forms , mass-multiple-cutting 
operations , and the use of larger units are possible in t he factory . 
More rigidity and quality are required for the cross-country r:Lde of 
34 
It the module; it suffers stresses that an ordinary house would never ex-
perience . 
1: 
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IV. FACTORS CONSTr~INING THE EXPANSION OF 
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 
Technical 
One major, if not the most significant, constraint on modular 
construction today is the difficulties encountered in transporta tion 
from factory site. The 1vooden construction of modulars offers lower 
weights, but experience frequent damage in transport. Concret e con-
struction resists damage, but increases weight and is still more sub-
j ect to transit damage than metallic construe tion. The 1ve ight factor 
for metallic constructed offsets its extreme rigidity for ease of 
transport to site. Weight alone is not the final factor, actual mass 
of modular homes can make a relatively low-Height ·Hooden modular a jl 
problem if its size prohibits it being transported by truck from rail 
lines to site because its size exceeds the set limits for highway usage. 
Some proposed modules would be impossible to transport by any motor 
vehicle and are usable only in on-site fabrication in high volume pro-
. 17 
J ec ts. 
Existing management techniques have proved inadequate to solve 
the transportation problems in addition to other basic modular construe-
tion techniques which must be mastered for mass construction for total 
economy of this method. In addition to the actual production of the 
modular housing \ve 1vill require vast complexes of public util i ties and 
services 1>1hich must be made available on a time scale to agree \·lith the 
17HUD. Op er a t i on BREAKTHROUGH, p. 16 . 
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modular production schedules. Public transportation, schools, shopping 
centers, highways, churches and medical facilities are among the ser-
vites which must be able to keep pace with the population centers 
forecast by the proponents of modular housing, and yet, at present, we 
are unable to provide these in a timely fashion to adequately fulfill 
the needs of conventional housing construction schedules. 
At the present time, individual contractors and construction 
firms lvho provide the bulk of American housing are not prepared to cope 
lvi th an influx of f ac tory-built modular housing. Configuration manage-
ment and interface control are two of the sophisticated management 
techniques which must be used to successfully produce large areas of 
modular housing, and these techniques, and additional ones such as 
Program Evu.lu.:ttion .::ad Rcvie~v Technique (PERT ) scheduling are virteally 
unknown among single dwelling construction firms and builders. 
Economic 
An oversimplification of the economic constraints appears to be 
that enough mass production of modular construction lvill bring the cost 
so low that all economic problems will dis appe ar. As discussed in the 
preceding section, such attempts at buildi ng ·massive numbers of modular 
housing units 1vould create t echnical and management problems so expen-
sive that the actual construction costs would fade to insignificance. 
In addition to these, the modular construction \vhich seems to l(md 
itself most readily to mass production ( concrete or metallic construc-
tion) requires huge factory complexes with expensive initial t•Joling 








small factories, temporarily constructed near large building sites to 
cut transportation difficulties. Others favor large permanent factory 
complexes to minimize initial tooling costs and provide "one-time-only" 
capital costs to be apportioned over a long period of time. It seems 
that only the Federal government may be in a position to inst itute 
large-scale modular construction of housing because of the initial 
investment required . 
Social/Political 
Unions are presently offering modular housing great oppos ition. 
Union vJOrkers feel threatened by the possibility of the use of great 
numbers of uuskilled -orkers fer the mass productio!l te chniques called 
for in modular housing. Additionally, the union members object t o 
~.;rorking on-site to install units which >vere built in a factory at some 
distance from their local, thus depriving their area of employment 
oppor tuniti es. This problem inter-re lates with the economic factors 
concerning modulars because if the unions choose to bring these issues 
to an open conflict, the modular housing industry will either lose all 
monetary gain in using unskilled help in factories and on-site or else 
face untold expense in ~.;r ork stoppages and subsequent court battles . 
The building codes nm.;r in force in most communities constitute 
an. additional problem for modular housing construction. The amount of 
time required to unmake laws may cons titute a major hold-up to modular 
housing if some \vay cannot be found to readily up-date these codes to 
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provide for the innovations of technique and materials developed by the 
modular industry. 
Marketing 
Lack of diversity is the complaint most often levied by marketin 
experts at the modular housing industry. This complaint is valid but 
correcting it is not as simple as appears on the surface since all "cus-
tomizing" creates a corresponding significant increase in cost of con-
struction. 
Since price will be a prime marke ting tool to overcoming 
objection to modulars, there must be a fine balance bet\.veen providing 
variety in appearance and floor planning and . the increased costs that 
variety will cause. 
Additional marketing problems are the human inertia factor when 
dealing "tvi th something relatively unproved or new. Until more modular 
housing units are built with successful resuits, many potential custom-
ers are reluctant to enter this new field. In spite of the glov.Ting 
reports from some projects, modular housing proponents are running into 
the same problem as the young graduate ... .;rho cannot find a job because he 
has no experience. 
Even goven1ment expe r i men t ation and ap proval of modular housing 
construction does not s eem to of f er the f inal answer to market i ng to 
private individuals. 
V. FACTORS TO BE CHANGED TO ENCOURAGE 
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION 
The growth or lack of growth of the modular housing industry 
will be influenced by certain technical, economic, social, political 
and marketing factors. Changes in these factors can increase the de-
mand for modular housing, sometimes at the expense of other typ~s of 
construction. Let us examine these factors from the point of v~ew of 
someone interested in stimulating the exp ansion of the modular housing 
industry. 
Techn i_ca l I 
II 
The technical problems connected wit~ modular housing ar e 
generally of secondary importance and deal 'vith getting construc tion 
techniques and systems to produce a cheaper dwelling more rapid ly . 
Quality control of factory constructed housing is a tec~nical 
area which needs to be improved. In many cases modular dwellings 
involve high cost items, such as cast concrete shells, which cannot be 
scrapped without substantial loss to the manufacture r . In-p rocess 
inspections must be devised and instituted which 1·7ill _assure satisfac-
tory production of high-cost items without scrappage loss. Factory 
testing and inspecti on of other integral, non-removables sub-systems 
must be undertaken to assure th at no m -si te rejection of non·-replaceabl 
systems occurs . 
Interface di1ncnsions and tolerances mus t be con·trolled much more 
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rigidly than required in the -construction industry before. The entire 
theory and practice of the modular unit concept rests on the premise 
that the module will fit correctly into the position readied for it . 
Production tooling and inspection equipment must be devised to ensure 
conformity to dimensions common to the module and .its mounting structure. 
Introducing tolerance control into an industry Hhere " cut-to-fit '' 
practices have been common for centuries is a revolutionary step. · 
Hore advanced management systems will be necessary to coordinate 
fa ctory work with on-site work. In general, contractors currently 
involved in high-rise or commercial construction have had to develop 
managemen t systems of considerable capacity; hm.;rever, contractors 
dealing in loH-volume residential construction have not. In the modular 
housing concept it is necessary that the factory anq the site plan 
their activities so tpat neither impedes the progress of the other. 
This type of management will call on considerable staff support in 
areas such as PERT plotting and contingency planning. 
Economic 
Economic factors are certainly to be the determinates governing 
whether or not the modular housing industry will expand. The consumer ' s 
reticence to forego his currently available choices in style, des ign, 
and optional features in housing can be overcome only by government _ 
compulsion or by savings in housing costs passed along to the consumer. 
A ne~v series of problems underlies the ability to realize th e potential 
economies of mass production in the construction industry. 
~~======================================================-==--======~F===== 
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Let us for a moment digress and examine the financing of con-
ventional housing. The preponderance of construction in the country is 
financed by an obligation on the final purchaser against Hhich obligatio 
an investor advances short-term funds to the builder. The funds are 
made available incrementally to the builder and certain milestones are 
available to determine that the. funding available is likely t o complete 
its objective . 
For the factory-built housing industry, tooling costs en ter the 
picture. The requirements for tooling and ph'ysical plant are generally 
substantial and require intermediate-term financing. It may b e impos -
sible or undesirable to obtain capital fo r tooling through the use of 
purchaser's _obligations . Further, the construction of tooling does not 
' result in a partially c.o;nplete. p:::-oduc. t -v;hich may u.c t so:newhu.t .::s security; 
for investors. 
Several avenues in the private capit.al market are open to obtain 
investment capital for tooling and plant construction . Issuance of 
stock, issuance of bonds, or mortgage-type note financing _may be consid-
ered; however, since the market for factory-built housing is r~latively 
recent, sophisticated investors would assess these investments as some-
what risky and Hould probably attach relatively high rates to any f unds 
so invested. The alternative to private investment is public or govern-
ment support. Government guarantees of financing have long been avail-
able to the construction sector. Government assistance could t ake the 
form of guarantees to investors in a fashion similar to FederaJ Housing 
Authority mortgage surety . The method chosen by the government to 
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assist the financing of tooling costs will be a major determinant toward 
growth or retardation of the mod~lar housing industry. 
Tooling costs, if they are to be recovered, must be equitably 
distributed ove r some number of units sold. Establishment of the number 
of production units over which to pro-rate t doling costs will be a 
"life-and-death" decision for some manuf acturers. In the case of the 
multi-unit complex, the de cision may be obvious; spread the tooling 
costs over the number of units produce d for the complex. In the single 
uni t market, however, the standing dilemma tha t increasing price to 
"break-even" on fewer units means lower s ales volume will offer a much 
more difficult management decision. Companies failing to cope 1vith this 
problem successfully Hill undoubtedly f ail. 
Du e. t o t he inherent t ool i ng costs fo r const.:uctlon , 
entire subject of residential financ ing may have to be reexamined. If 
the current general practice of extending short-term incren1ental financ-
ing to the buil der during construction and converting this short-term 
funding to long-term purchaser mortgage obligation upon completion is 
to be revised, it i s certa in tha t fo r ces f airly powerful in the financia . 
community will h ave to act. The su cces s or 'failur e of sa tisfact ory 
arrangements f or financin g modul ar cons t ruction 'ivill certain ly b e the 
key point of whe th e r or no t th e indus try prospe r s . This is without 
doubt an area \<Jhere governmen t spons orship can be most i n f l uential and 
eff e ctive. 
Anothe r capital requi rement necessi t ating i ntermediate-- t erm 
f i nancing is t h e development sites ne cess ary f or sing l e un i t modular 
-
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home marketing. This type of capitalization may be less cumbers ome to 
arrange , since the land and any improvements thereto (roads, utility 
service, etc.) can be used as security in a mortgage which represents 
a very corrrrnon financial transaction. 
Considering another factor influential in keeping costs down, 
it may be assumed that labor, particularly organized unions, 'i-vill not 
stand quietly aside should the modular housing industry threaten a 
substantial number of jobs in the construction field. Certain of the 
economies found in factory-built housing stem from the ability t o use 
semi-skilled and unskilled labor for processes hereto f ore requi r ing 
skilled labor. The labor costs per square foo .t of completed dwelling 
must be greatly reduced on modular unit construction as compared to 
conventional construction. It will therefore be necessary f or f actories 
producing modular units to introdu ce policies 1.vhich 'ivill avoid paying 
skilled-labor rates to unskilled workers and. to use these latte.r in as 
many operations as possible. Should construction unions oppose the 
expansion of modular unit building, a series of labor relatione diffi-
culties together with market attenuation and even possible effect on 
available financing could occur vlhich \vould seriously impede t he expan-
sion of the industry. 
The economic benefi ts of modular housing are potentially great, 
but there are many difficult problems ~,rhich mus t be solved before these 
benefits can b e made a reality to the consumer. It will be impossible 
for the few current manuf·1cturers of modular housing to solve the 
enormous difficulties ahead. Pmverful assi'-:;tan ce wil l be nece<;sary, 
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especially in the financial community. It will therefore undoubtedly 
fall to the government to play a - sponsoring role of some kind if factory 
built housing is to become common. 
Social/Political 
There are social factors generally dealing with the effect of 
modular housing on the general public and on purchasers in particular 
and political factors dealing Hith laws noH restraining the proliferatio 
of modular housing \vhich \vill have an effect on the grmvth rat e of modu-
lar units sold. 
The principal social constraint to modular housing is product 
acceptance by potential buyers. This may be o'vercome by cost advantage 
(as was suggested previously), by advertising, or by coercion . Coercion 
II 
I 
in this context \vould be ass ociated with urban renev1al, ghetto clearance 
or other programs where large scale demo l ition of existing ree idences is 
performed and an alternate d\.;elling provided for the inhabitants. HUD' s 
Operation BREAKTHROUGH is planning use of mass-produced housing for this 
kind of r ehabilitation and, if carried thr ough, could gain a measure of 
social acceptance for modular housing. 
Other social factors , ho\vever, may ~ave a progressively in-
creasing effect beneficial to factory built housing. The popul ation 
growth naturally leads to a higher dens~ty of population. The trend, 
especially in urb an areas, has been toward the high-rise dwelling. 
Purchaser ' s op ions in such accommodations are restricted at present 
and ther efore purchasers in tha t market are accustomed t o accept Hithout 
question the mos t no table limitation of mass produced d\ve lin s . As 
--
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the population grmvs, more and more people will accept the conditions of 
high-rise dwellings rather than the ever increasing distance between the 
residential suburbs and the urban conunercial center. 
The social trend to increase population density brings on the 
political consideration of land us age. Zoning laHs which current ly 
exist generally consider only conventionally built structures. Zoning 
laws change frequently and are susceptible to frequent exceptions, and 
as a result zoning ord:inances seem to present only a minor problem to 
modular housing. 
Such is not the case, however, \vi th building codes. These 
ordinances, generally to assure safety in construction, have in many 
cases evolved into a nearly unmanageable tangle of restrictions pro-
viding more protecLion to the b ~ldiug 
I 
Ll ade labor than to tl1e purchaser " 
or the community. Many building codes have not kept abreast of advanc-
ing technology, and, as a result, retard development of new building 
materials and techniques. In the conduct of Operation BREAKTHROUGH, 
the government managers \vere unable to operate within the confines of 
local building codes so they made the policy decision to ignore the codes 
\vith the result that the Federal government will undertake to insure 
the safety of d~:vellings produced under the program. The legal and 
financial long-term effects of this course are yet to ·be deten1ined. 
In any case, building codes as they are currently \vritten \vill rarely 
allow mass-produced housing to be built under favorable circums tances. 
A definite alteration of pres ent-day building code s mus t occur if 
modular housing is to greatly exp and i t s marke ts. 
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The problem of transportation of housing units is classed as a - .. -
political problem. Manufacturers of modular housing must either locate 
their factory at the construction site (possible only in large multi 
unit complexes) or h ave access to transportation systems . Rail, water , 
and high~vay systems are practical for transporting mass produced housing 
Hm.vever, rail and water transportation can serve only limited sites. 
Highway transportation is required in most cases. Free access to high-
ways with loads of up to fourteen ·feet wide is a prerequisite to the 
modular housing business in its present state of development. Should 
state or local officials deny highway access of this type to factory-
built home manufacturers, the effect would be to isolate these ~anu-
facturers from their markets. 
Harket ing 
Marketing must be considered as a pri.ncipal factor in t he gen-
eral expansion of the factory-built dwelling industry. Marketing plays 
a minor role in cases where some form of coercion acts to sponsor 
d~..relling occupancy, however, in this country it is necessary f or the 
construction i ndustry to gain public acceptance of its products i f 
growth is to be realized. 
The marke t resistance of the average home buyer to "look-alike'' 
mass-produced housing has been referred to earlier . This market 
resistance must be broken down. if mass produced housing is to gain a 
general acceptance. The two basic approaches to overcoming th is ob-
stacle are : l.) offer more options and, 2) compensate for the detriment 
by offering other advantages. 
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The manufacturer ~vho offers many purchaser options is sacrific-
ing some of the advantages of mas·s - production to encourage consumer 
acceptance. This trend, unless carefully controlled, can result in the 
worst of all possible worlds for a manufacturer; very similar looking 
housing priced close to conventional construction. 
The course 'ivhich appear_s to offer less risk is to accept the 
conformity of design as an unavoidable condition and to concentrate on 
offering offsetting advantages such as reduced cost and short delivery. 
This practice will encounter fewer difficulti·es in the multi unit field 
than in the single unit field since conformity in multi unit dw e llings 
has al-.;.vays been the custom. 
Selling of mass produced single unit homes can be expec ted to 
fo llm\r a pattern current l y es t ablis!led by the lar ger build~rs of pre- I p 
fabricated homes. A development containing enough lots to support a 
small service community, 100 lots minimum, w~ll be subdivided and pro-
vided with roadways and utility service. Advertising and sales cam-
paigns will then be mounted to attract purchasers~ In th~ optimum 
condition, sales would occur in a volume about equal to the factory 
output capacity. De livery and on-site set-up would pr oceed at a steady 
rate so as to keep the factory and on-site cre1vs busy and at a f airly 
constant level. To achieve this kind of ideal situation, several 
developments would be needed operating concurrently. 
Since the e conomies of singli unit f acto r y bui lt housing will 
attract many potential purchasers in the lower income spectrum and from 
minority groups, deve lopers of communities s uch as s ugges t ed i n t he 
-
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preceding paragraphs must ensure that these residential areas are pro-
vided with a proportional share of municipal services such as schools, 
transportation services, protection services, and maintenance services. 
It is advantageous before beginning such a project to be certain that 
the larger existing community is willing or at least not adverse to 
accepting such a development. To encourage this type of accept ance, a 
developer can plan to introduce techniques common in the condominium 
fiel d relating to forming a community as sociation and financing com-
munity projects from a mortgage escrow fund. ·Acceptance of a develop-
ment into a lo6ale will have a positive effect on the life style of 
development residents which, in turn, will tend to popularize the trend 
towards modular housing. 
I . . 
VI. EAST CENTRAL FLORIDA 
The East Central Florida area is entering a period of growth and 
changing population characteristics; the six county area consisting of 
Brevard, Indian River, Lake , Orange, Osceola and Seminole Counties will 
1 undergo an estimated population grmvth of 887,000 between 1970 and 1990. 
The required number of new residential housing units will be approxi-
mately 327,000. 19 Of this amount approximately 4650 can be anticipated 
to be filled ~-Ji th mob ile homes, leaving a net 322,350 dwelling units of 
non-mobile homes to be provided in the next 20 years. 
Although the income level of the area residents will continue to 
ris 2 1r. i:he nexl: 20 years , the median age of the a:rea lvill rise sharply 
re flecting an increase in retirement residents and the skill mix of jobs 
will reflect its greatest grmvth in the service/tourist are a with a 
lmver income than the past aerospace job growth area. This is reflected 
in current housing trends of: 20 
A smaller percentage of custom built, single family hollies, 
A cons iderably higher number of multiple dwellings such as 
garden apartments and condominiums, 
18 
East Central Florida Regional Planning Council. Population, 
Housing and Employment Update (Orlando, Florida, Sept. 1970) , p . 17. 
19
Ib id., p. 25. 
20Ibid., p. 22. 
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A decrease in density per · unit to an estimated 2.75 people in 
9 4 
21: 
1 90 from 1960 average of 3. 2 .. __ 
These trends can be summed up dollar wise by the fact that about 
67 percent of the non-mobile home housing required (217,700)
22 
will be 
for incomes of under $10,000/year. This is a market of homes in the 
under $25,000 range and rentals under $200/month including utilities. 
The area of maximum sales of modular housing. 
D&M Modular Homes has a one dwelling unit per day modular pro-
duction plant in Winter Park, Florida. Their product is wood framed 
with masonite_ painted exter iors. The modules are 40 feet long by 12 
feet wide by 12.5 feet high, with fixed roofs and eaves hinged for 
travel. The d-,;.;relling units meet the FHA Southeastern Building Code and, 
so far, are used in single family detached housing. Factory price, in-
eluding cabinetry, floor covering and electro/mechanical equipment, is 
from $10 to $11.50 per square foot. 
Another factor is the growing tourist trade in the area. 'hfith 
estimates of up to 30,000,000 tourists per year for Florida by 1980, t 
gro1Yth of motels and hotels has accelerated. There will be a demand fo 
an extimated additional 19,820 units before 1990 in East Central Flo-
'd 23 r1 a. Modular construction has vigorously entered this market as 
shown by the U. S. Steel on-site construction of the Disney World Hotel 
and H. B. Zachry's addition to the Langford Hotel in Winter Park. 
21
Ibid., p. 23. 22Ib id_., p. 26. 
23 
· East Central Florida Regional Planning Councils. Statistical 
Data for Orlando Urban Area. ·:Transportation (Orlando, Florida, April 
1971), p. 4. 
1· 
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It appears that the modular housing industry has a desirable 
market in the East Central Florid& -R~gion. Figure 5 graphically pre-
sents the above housing and hotel/motel units required in this region. 
This market can be acquired through aggressive : 
architectural devel opment, 
community planning, 
advertising and promotion, 
financing techniques, 
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Fig. 5.--Additional Number of Dwelling Units and 
Hotel/Motel Rooms required in East Central Florida vs. 
Year. 
D. U. - Dwelling Unit 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
There is an approximate 1.6 million dwelling unit deficiency per 
year in residential construction in the U. S., mainly in the low to 
middle income range (under $25,000). This, coupled with a competitive 
area of approximately 50 percent of present residential construction of 
1.5 million dwe lling units, gives a potential market of 2.35 million 
indus trialized dwelling units per year. 
The increasing urbanization of the United States from a present 
75 percent of its population today to about 90 percent of the population 
24 in urban areas before the year 2000 accentuates the feasibility of 
II !-- ;gh 1 h t 1-. • • d . t . d- t . 1 . d 1-. ~ • g 11~ vo~um2, s or S111pp1ng ~s ance ~n us r~a ~ze llOUo~n • 
In the Operation BREAKTHROUGH evaluation of industrialized 
. . 25 
housing, 39 percent was of modular cons truction. With this figure as 
reflective of the modular housing industry, it is con cluded that there 
is a market potential of ab out 920,000 modular dwelling units per year 
through the next 10 to 20 years. Further future projections, wi th our 
increasing population, ,.,ill be at least as favorable. 
The foregoing report has looked at the three major types of 
modular housing--wooden, concrete and metallic. The following is con-
eluded. 
24
The Urban Pla n11 i ng Guid e , (ASCE , Ne1.v York, N.Y.) p. 2 . 




Wooden cons true tion, \.vhile the largest area at present, will 
decrease in importance due to sc·atcfty of natural materials, poor 
adaptability to large multifamily d\vellings and higher maintenance 
costs. 
Concrete construction will be the major modular area of the 
future. Its low production costs, minimum maintenance and high ver-
satility will be quite compet itive in the high density, short shipment 
dis tance, industrialized housing market. 
Metallic combination construction will be the major fo1~ of 
modular housing unit in the areas where shipping economics offs e t the 
use of concrete construction. 
Use of fiberglass, plastics and other new materials for construe 
ticu of the basic hvuSilig illodule structural unit requires furthe r re-
search, development and actual life performance to demonstrate their 
general usage. 
Modular construction will develop faster in the multif amily/ 
highrise area, and acceptance by the single family purcha$er \vill be 
slmv in developing. 
In the East Central Florida Area the modular industry c:an 
develop at a reasonable rate to compete f or _th~ approximately 12, 000 
dwelling units per year, including hotel /mo te l units, in its potential 
market. There appears to be .an immediate market for a 500 to 1000 
dwelling units per year concrete modular plant plus an area of f urther 
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